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Abstract: The advent of mobile phones have changed our daily life. We are heavily relying on
various applications installed on mobilephones to communicate with other, to share personal infor-
mation with them, and to access our bank account, etc. However, the security measurement in terms
of accessing these applications is either omitted or user-hostile because of the burden of memoriz-
ing the PIN or password. In order to relieve people from such burden, we explore the possibility of
developing a mobilephone application authentication approach by analyzing the accelerometer and
gyroscope data collected from the first few seconds when the user opens an application. By eval-
uating several proposed authentication approaches on a dataset collected from a real-life scenario,
we achieve the best EER at 22.72% by only using the data collected from first 3 seconds. We think
integrating the proposed non-intrusive authentication approach into the mobilephone application as
an alternative for PIN/password can provide a more user-friendly authentication mechanism.
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1 Introduction

Mobile phones have become an essential part of our daily life. We are heavily relying on
various applications installed on them to socialize and even do business. These applica-
tions either have a lightweight authentication mechanism or donot have any authentication
measurement at all because of the priority from user friendliness aspect. For those ap-
plications with an authentication mechanism, using PIN (Personal Identification Number)
or password is still dominant. In recent years, embedding a fingerprint sensor in mobile
phone has become prevalent [Ga14]. However, fingerprint recognition system is vulnera-
ble to the presentation attack, as our fingerprints can be easily obtained from the glass that
we used, or the wall that we touched, and later can be used to attack our mobile phones.
Many researchers have revealed the feasibility of such attacks [AJP17]. Even one fake
fingerprint has the potential capability to hack into the fingerprint sensors from multiple
mobile phones [Ya14], which makes fingerprint based authentication system less trustful.

Besides the fingerprint sensor, accelerometer sensor and gyroscope sensor are ubiquitously
incorporated in the modern mobilephones. Accelerometer sensor and gyroscope sensor
have been widely studied for implicit authentication which provides a user-friendly secu-
rity mechanism for identifying the user. According to the definition proposed in the article
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[Bo12, TA12], they are two types of authentication models based on accelerometer sen-
sor and gyroscope sensor: continuous authentication and static authentication, where static
authentication is used as an alternative to substitute the password or PIN. Continuous au-
thentication monitors the behaviour of a user in a constant manner in order to determine
if the current user is still the genuine one that has been granted the access. Many articles
have presented the approaches to analyze these behaviour characteristics, such as using
accelerometer data for gait recognition [SJ15, De10], studying gyroscope data for con-
tinuous authentication on mobile phone [Ya14], and combining context information with
sensors’ data for continuous authentication [LL17] as well as detecting the physical activ-
ities [Si16]. Unlike a variety of approaches in the continuous authentication field, there is
much less research work on static authentication based on accelerometer and gyroscope
data. A paper [Li12] utilized the accelerometer data to study whether a user can be rec-
ognized by looking at the different orientation when the users rotate their mobilephone.
Another work [Le17] analyzed the accelerometer and gyroscope data to authenticate the
user when they pick up the mobile phone. However, there is a lack of research studying
the feasibility of authenticating the user based on the accelerometer and gyroscope data
when the user opens his/her mobile application. The way that the user holds the mobile-
phone (one hand holds or two hand hold) and the phone movement of clicking on the
mobile application are discriminating from individual to individual. These difference can
be reflected and measured by the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. This is the main
motivation that drives us to explore the feasibility of developing such mobilephone appli-
cation authentication approach as an alternative to PIN / password when the user opens an
application. This implicit authentication approach is more robust to the presentation attack
than the fingerprint based authentication approach. By applying this novel authentication
approach, we expect the user will have the chance to be automatically authenticated and
log into the mobile phone App without asking PIN or Password.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the major
component of the proposed approach, and a new weighting approach is also designed in
this section; Section 3 reports the experimental results; Conclusions and future work are
discussed in Section 4.

2 Authentication based on Accelerometer and Gyroscope Data

2.1 An Overview of the Proposed Approach

The proposed approach analyzes the first few seconds data collected from the accelrometer
sensor and gyroscope sensor to authenticate the user when the user opens a mobilephone
application. The proposed approach consists of four major components as briefly described
below.

• Interpolation: due to the practical challenge, accelerometer and gyroscope data
cannot be always collected at a uniformly manner from various mobilephones. An
interpolation component is designed in our approach to construct the missing points
when the sampling rate of capturing data is set a fixed value;
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• Feature extraction: a number of features will be extracted from the accelerometer
and gyroscope data for further processing;

• Classification: a Random Forest based classification component will recognize the
features as a genuine one or a imposter one by outputting a similarity score that is
defined in 1. Lets assume the probability of classifying the user as a genuine user is
Pg, and the probability of classifying the user as an imposter user is Pi.

• Fusion process from accelrometer and gyroscope data: a feature-level fusion ap-
proach and a score-level fusion approach will be studied. The details will be given
in 2.3.

similarity score =

{
Pg/Pi if Pi > 0
1000 if Pi = 0

(1)

2.2 Feature Extraction from Accelerometer and Gyroscope Data

Given that accelerometer sensor and gyroscope sensor provide three values (x, y, z) re-
spectively from their three axes for each sampling. In our feature extraction method, we
consider another value s which is the root-mean-square by combining (x, y, z) as denoted

in Equation: s =

√
x2 + y2 + z2

3
.

After calculating the root-mean-square values both for accelerometer data and gyroscope
data, we assume (xi

a, yi
a, zi

a, si
a) represents the values for one session from accelerometer

sensor, and (xi
g, yi

g, zi
g, si

g) represents the values for one session from gyroscope sensor,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ M, M is 50Hz (the sampling rate). In this work, one session is the data
collected from the first few seconds when the user opens a mobilephone application. There
are 12 features extracted from each session of accelerometer data:

• Based on mean value: mean(xi
a), mean(yi

a), mean(zi
a), mean(si

a);

• Based on median value: median(xi
a), median(yi

a), median(zi
a), median(si

a);

• Based on standard deviation (std) value: std(xi
a), std(zi

a), std(si
a);

There are 24 features extracted from each session of gyroscope data. They are:

• Based on mean value: mean(xi
g), mean(yi

g), mean(zi
g), mean(si

g);

• Based on median value: median(xi
g), median(yi

g), median(zi
g), median(si

g);

• Based on standard deviation (std) value: std(xi
g), std(zi

g), std(si
g);

• Based on maximum value: max(xi
g), max(zi

g), max(si
g);

• Based on minimum value: min(xi
g), min(zi

g), min(si
g);
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• Difference between maximum and minimum value: max(xi
g)-min(xi

g), max(zi
g)-

min(zi
g), max(si

g)-min(si
g);

2.3 Fusion Strategy

In order to leverage the combination from accelerometer data and gyroscope data, we study
the fusion strategy at feature-level and score-level individually to evaluate the performance
variation. The feature-level fusion mechanism is carried out by concatenating two feature
vectors generated from accelerometer and gyroscope data into a combined feature vector
with 36 values. Furthermore, this 36-D feature vector will be fed into the Random Forest
classifier to authenticate the user.

With respect to the score-level fusion mechanism, the combining implementation is carried
out after the accelerometer similarity score and gyroscope similarity score are generated
from their classifiers. A common thought of fusing these two similarity scores is to set
different weights in order to achieve the best performance. Several weighting approaches
have been presented in the literature. We selected three recently published weighting ap-
proaches to find out the optimal weights. In addition, we also propose a weighting ap-
proach according to our own scenario. A short description of each weighting approaches
is given as follows.

The Overlap Deviation Weighting (OLDW) approach was proposed by Daner et al. [DON14]
who considers the overlap area between the imposter and genuine score distributions af-
ter removing the score outliers. The overall verification of performance of the biomet-
ric source (EER) is the second consideration of this weighting approach. The formula
of OLDW is presented by Equation 2, where SI and SG are imposter scores and gen-
uine scores. T is the score threshold corresponding to EER. N is the number of biometric
modalities.

wk =

1
OLDk

∑
N
k=1

1
OLDk

, OLDk = σ(SI
k|S≥ T ∪SG

k |S < T )×EER (2)

The Non-Confidence Width Weighting (NCW) approach was proposed by Chia et al. [CSN10]
by simply considering the whole range of the overlapping area from the genuine and im-
poster scores. Equation 3 gives the formula of NCW weighting approach, where MaxI

k is
the maximum imposter score, and MinG

k is the minimum genuine score.

wk =

1
NCWk

∑
N
k=1

1
NCWk

, NCWk = MaxI
k−MinG

k (3)

The Fisher Discriminant Ratio Weighting approach (FDRW) was designed by Lorena et
al. [LDC10] who considers the separability of the genuine and imposter scores. The for-
mula of FDRW weighting approach is given in Equation 4, where µG

k and µ I
k are mean
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values of genuine scores and imposter scores. σG
k and σ I

k are the standard deviation of
genuine scores and imposter scores respectively.

wk =
FDRk

∑
N
k=1 FDRk

, FDRk =
(µG

k −µ I
k)

2

(σG
k )2 +(σ I

k)
2

(4)

We extend the idea from FDRW approach by incorporating the overall verification per-
formance EER and its corresponding threshold. The proposed weighting approach is pre-
sented in Equation 5. We think the lower EER and higher threshold shall lead to a higher
weight. The reason of considering the threshold is that the higher threshold indicates that
the generated Random Forest classifier has stronger capability to distinguish the gen-
uine/imposter users, as our similarity scores is calculated by dividing the genuine user
probability over the imposter user probability.

wk =
Pk

∑
N
k=1 Pk

, Pk =
(µG

k −µ I
k)

2×T
((σG

k )2 +(σ I
k)

2)×EER
(5)

3 Performance Evaluation

3.1 Dataset Preparation

The dataset used for evaluation was collected from a real-life scenario. A data collection
component was integrated into a mobilephone application which was installed in the mo-
bile phones from the customers of a mobile network operator. Reading the data from the
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors starts once the customer opens the mobilephone ap-
plication, and the data collecting session lasts until the customer closes this application
or leaves it running in the background. By considering a user-friendly use case, the pro-
posed approach will only use the first three second data to authenticate the user. We divide
the whole dataset into two parts: one development dataset used for seeking the optimal
weights, and one evaluation dataset used for generating the performance. Tab. 1 lists the
number of subjects and the total number of sessions involved in the accelerometer data.
Note that there is a same amount of gyroscope data for the analysis as well.

Dataset Number of subjects Total number of sessions for accelerometer data
Development dataset 142 8,785
Evaluation dataset 162 18,465

Tab. 1: Basic information of accelerometer datasets used for performance evaluation.
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Approach EER
Accelerometer based authentication 23.5%
Gyroscope based authentication 33.18%
Feature-level fusion based authentication 24.28%

Tab. 2: EER (Equal Error Rate) values for accelerometer based authentication, gyroscope based
authentication and feature-level fusion based authentication.

Score-level fusion based authentication approach
with different weighting method EER
OLDW weighting method 23.34%
NCW weighting method 25.56%
FDRW weighting method 23%
Proposed weighting method 22.72%

Tab. 3: EER (Equal Error Rate) values for score-level fusion based authentication approach with
different weighting methods.

3.2 Experimental results

Fig. 1: DET (Detection Error Trade-off) curves for accelerometer based authentication, gyroscope
based authentication and feature-level fusion based authentication.

In all experiments, the number of trees in the forest of Random Forest classification was
set at 640. The number of genuine sessions for training the classifier is 50, and the num-
ber of imposter sessions for training the classifier is 100. After these setting, the number
of genuine scores (both for accelerometer and gyroscope data) is 10366, and the number
of imposter scores is 1,668,766. Tab. 2 lists the Equal Error Rate for the accelerometer
based authentication, gyroscope based authentication and feature-level based authentica-
tion. The corresponding DET (Detection Error Trade-off) curves are illustrated in Fig. 1.
As we can observe, the EER values from the accelerometer data is almost 10% lower than
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the gyroscope data, and the feature-level fusion approach is slightly higher than the ac-
celerometer data. This implies that the accelerometer data is more distinguishable than the
gyroscope data in such authentication scenario. Tab. 3 and Fig. 2 give the results for the
score-level fusion approach with different weighting methods. As shown in the results,
the proposed weighting approach is more appropriate for this behavioural dataset, and it
further improves the performance comparing to the authentication approach that only uses
the accelerometer data.

Fig. 2: DET (Detection Error Trade-off) curves for accelerometer based authentication, gyroscope
based authentication, feature-level fusion based authentication and a score-level fusion based ap-
proach with the proposed weighting method.

4 Conclusions and Future work

Accelerometer data and gyroscope data have been widely studied for continuous authen-
tication on mobile devices, yet they are rarely used for static authentication that can be
an alternative for PIN or password. In this paper, we investigated the probability of using
accelerometer data and gyroscope data for static authentication, and a new weighting ap-
proach is also developed in this work. By applying the proposed weighting approach and
analyzing the 3 seconds data collected from accelerometer sensor and gyroscope sensor,
we achieved the EER value at 22.72%. We think this performance could be further im-
proved after we incorporate other source data from the mobilephone, such as WiFi and
Bluetooth information.
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